DURAK TEKSTÝL is a manufacturer company of industrial sewing and embroidery
thread that implements customer oriented solutions by facilitating innovative and
experimenter high technologies. Products are being manufactured in its integrated
manufacturing facilities particularly with its features of quality sustainability and
service capabilities according to the requirements of the customers in global
market. Durak sewing thread trademarks are being introduced to the market all over
the world by means of its international sales network.
By following up developments in global sewing and embroidery sector we offer
you, our business partners-solutions with high technology.
Durak Durabond UV: Continuous filament, high resistant polyester or polyamide
structure is obtained as a result of application of the specific solution that is
produced through an eco-friendly chemical formula developed by Durak Tekstil, on
thread surface. Textile may be imposed the effects of salty water, UV lights,
Sunlight, wind during its use in canvas, tent and tarpaulin which are undesired
negative effects. Durak Durabond UV sewing threads provide maximum product
safety against any thread wear at stitches that can be caused by UV Sunlight, salty
water and wind.
Durak Durabond P UV sewing threads which are developed in order to be used in
all types of sailcloth such as cenova(Flock), Mainsail, Mizenmast provided in
various color and thickness to disposal of our esteemed customers.

DURABOND UV WR SEWING THREAD
Water repellent feature provided in the main thread structure enables the resistance of the thread against natural environment and climate changes to be
provided at maximum level together with the specific bonded coating on the upper part.
DURABOND UV WR Bonded sewing threads are 100% resistant against water absorption.
Specific process applied to the structure of the thread to obtain-thread friction feature, and posive result were obtained after 100 hours friction test.
Durak Durabond WR sewing threads are produced according to TSE standarts and the product passed the test performed in order to determine the water
repellent degree of the textile used with military purposes and made under heavy washing conditions, with success.

TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS FOR DURABOND UV WR SEWING THREAD

